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Phonemic Split in Nen (A44) ) A Case of Tonal Conditioning 
of Glottalic Proto-Bantu Consonants 

by Ro bert Botne 

Various studies in the past two decades have addressed the issue 
of double reflexes of Proto-Bantu stops in the northwestern Bantu 
languages (cf. Stewart 1973, van Leynseele and Stewart 1980, Ger
hardt 1986 to name several). Nen (A44) , a Bantu language spoken in 
Cameroon, has been cited regularly as a clear example of a language 
exhibiting these double reflexes throughout its stop system. The 
occurrence of these apparently unconditioned double reflexes has 
led many Bantuists to conclude that Proto-Bantu had double series 
of both voiced and voiceless stop consonants, which have been 
referred to as the "lenis" series and the "non-Ienis" or "fortis" series. 
In opposition to this view, Armin Bachmann (1989) .argues in a 
recent article "Zum 'fortis/lenis-Kontrast' in den nord-westlichen 
Bantu-Sprachen", that lenis reflexes of Proto-Bantu stops represent 
the expected, or "normal", development of Proto-Bantu stops in 
these languages, and that fortis reflexes arise only in certain envi
ronments. Specifically, Bachmann claims that there are four fortis
inducing environments: 1) following PB nominal prefIxes of classes 
5, 9, and 10,2) preceding the narrow PB vowels *j and *V, 3) preced
ing long or geminate vowels (*-VV-) and 4) preceding vowel plus pre

) nasalized consonant (*-VNC-). The implication here is that both lenis 
and fortis reflexes associated with a particular place of articulation 
and voicing had their origins in one Proto-Bantu sound. 

In this paper I will show that evidence from Nen stops clearly sup
ports the reconstruction of double series of stops in Proto-Bantu. 
However, the relevant distinction between the series was not one of 
"lenis" versus "fortis", but rather one involving glottalic versus non
glottalic phonation. Furthermore, comparison of Nen with other 
Bantu languages indicates that linguists have been overly hasty in 
proposing that the dichotomy of reflexes found in modern Nen re
flects a direct evolution from the original contrast in Proto-Bantu. 
Rather, there has been, particularly in the bilabial stops, a process of 
phonemic split - conditioned by the presence of a high tone - fol
lowed by partial merger. Bachmann's fortis-inducing environments 
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do appear to have been instrumental in conditioning certain sound 
changes. However, these changes did not necessarily produce fortis 
reflexes, nor did they necessarily affect the so-called fortis Proto
Bantu stops alone. 

Double reflexes in N en 

Van Leynseele and Stewart (1980) have shown that in Nen there 
occur double reflexes of Guthrie's (1967-71) reconstructed stops. 
These reflexes, which they refer to as fortis and lenis, are listed in 
(1) . 

1) Guthrie *p *b *t *d *k 
fortis f b t l k 
lenis h f l n fJ 

A few examples (2-3) of the bilabials will serve to illustrate the dis
tinction. The (a) example in each case represents their fortis reflex, 
purportedly derived from a fortis stop in PB. 

*PB Nen 
2) a. *-pottwist -f6ton straighten a twisted ob

ject 
b. *-pathold -hidin capture, catch, take 

3) a. *-Mtbear child, fruit -Mtan reproduce through ger
mination or gestation 

b. *-bodbecome rotten -f3n rot. 

Notice that in neither of the (a) examples is there an appropriate 
fortis-inducing environment as argued for by Bachmann. Neverthe
less, so-called fortis reflexes appear. This lack of conditioning envi
ronment is the basis for the claim of an original "lenis/fortis" distinc
tion in PB, realized in Nen as the hi contrast (corresponding, 
according to van Leynseele and Stewart 1980, to a PB *p vs *p con
trast, respectively) and the fob contrast (corresponding to a PB *'b vs 
*b contrast). However, this picture is too simple. Not only is there 
not a simple, direct correspondence between the hypothesized PB 
lenis/fortis stops and the lenislfortis reflexes, the relevant feature 
differentiating the series appears to have been glottalic phonation. 
In order to observe the shifts accurately, it is necessary to consider 
sound correspondences across several languages. 
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Reflexes of Proto-Bantu *b 

) 
Consider reflexes of PB *b (* indicates reconstruction by Guthrie 

1967-71, parentheses reconstruction by the author) in Nen com
pared with their counterparts in two other zone A languages - Duala 
A24 and Ewondo A 72 a - and one zone B language - Punu B43. 

*PB 	 Nen Duala Ewondo Punu 
4) a. *-bdd£ two -aFnd£ :fJa -be -beji

b. *-bind-	 obstruct -findi3n -0end I -jet -bindiYd 
c. *-bid-	 boil -fin -be 
d. *-bOd-	 be rotten -j3n -b5l-w 	 -Mld 
e. (-&Uk-) 	 be big & fat -fukum -bik3 -wk 

5)a. *-M- be -M -bi -b5 ':00 
b. *-Myg-	 hate -Mny -Mna -fa; 
c. *-bi; 	 bad; -bi -be-be ':bi; 

*-biip- be bad -bii/h
d. 	 *-bid-(¥) become -bin -bea -bcelti3 

cooked 
e. *-Md-	 kill -Mld 
f. *-Mmb-	 mould -Mmlrd 

6) a. *-Md- marry -bal -M 
b. *-bad, 	 split -band£ -oa; -Mi 

-Mnd-anda 
c. *-Mg-	 tie up -Myen -fay -PakiYi)) d. *-Myg- open up -bay on -aJla -pang(deJ 
e. *-bi;yg-	 chase -Mnya -P~r;(j(J
f. (-bOb-) 	 feel -MbOnin -Mba -bob 
g. *-bOmb-	 be soft, wet -b3mb-POWd. 

Van Leynseele and Stewart (1980) consider the [h]reflexes ofNen 
(examples in 5 and 6) to be reflexes of the same proto-Bantu fortis 
consonant *b, the If] examples reflexes of a lenis *'b. Duala and 
Ewondo also show double reflexes, [h] and [fJ] in the former, [h] and 
[0 in the latter. The weak reflex appears whenever the root has a 
-VNC- sequence. Clearly, the -VNC- environment is not giving rise to 
fortis reflexes here as Bachmann's hypothesis predicts. Further
more, in Nen we find both [0 and [h], lenis and fortis reflexes, before 
this sequence. Thus, Bachmann is correct in that the -VNC- sequence 
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*PB 	 Nen Ila Karanga Venda Masaba
does affect the nature of the reflex, but incorrect in suggesting that it f. *-b6n- see -My -bona -pona -pona -pona'" 
gives rise to a fortis reflex. ) 

g. *-bUt- bear -bOtan
In Punu there are also fortis and lenis reflexes, but they are not fruit 

distributed in the same way as in Nen or in Duala and Ewondo. In h. *-bumb- mould -bumba -pumba -pumba -pumba 
fact, they appear to be reversed from the situation in Nen. Disre
garding the -VNC- conditioning in Duala and Ewondo for the 9) a. *-bad- marry -bal -adika [-mala] -a 
moment, we frod that the data in (4-6) suggest three correspondence b. -bad, -bdnde -anda -baduka -am 

sets: -Mnd

c. *-badtJk- burst -yalula -balika -baleai) f-b-b-b 
openb-b-b-b 

d. *-Mg- tie up -Myen -anga 	 -ongaiii) b-b-b-P 
e. (-bag-) shout -bay 	 -anzula 

Van Leynseele and Stewart, as we have noted, would attribute the f. *-b6:yg- open up -bdyim -anza -bonyo- -anzu
reflexes in set (i) to a PB lenis stop, those in (ii) and (iii) to a PB fortis lola lukha 
stop. However, note that the Nen data manifesting the lenis reflex UJ g. *-bOmh- be soft -oomb [-bombal 	 -mhiha. 
(4a-e) all have alow tone, while the data in (5a-f) manifesting a for

tis reflex fbJ all have a high tone. Data in (6) are tonally mixed. These The examples in (7) -(9) illustrate three sets of correspondences, 

observations suggest that the reflexes in (4) and (5) represent a con listed in (lO), comparable to those noted previously in the compari

ditioned split of a PB phoneme, van Leynseele and Stewart's lenis son of the northwestern languages. In Karanga fb] was lost in initial 

*'0; reflexes in (iii) derive from their fortis *b. In Punu, then, lenis *'0 position before [if (8d, e). 


became modern fbJ, while fortis *b became modern [PI 

In order to alleviate any doubt that these correspondences reflect 10) a. f-b-P-P-P 


Bantu in general we can add to the pool ofdata cognate reflexes from b. b-b-p-p-p 

several eastern and southern languages, in particular Masaba (J31), c. b-(j-b-b-(j 


an eastern Bantu language, and Ila (M63), Karanga (S 14) and Venda 
 These sets break clearly into two subsets - 10a/b and 10c. The for
(S21), southern Bantu languages. , ) mer subset corresponds to Stewart's (1973) lenis *'0, the latter to 

Karanga Venda Masaba his fortis *b. In Nen the lenis *'0 split according to the tonal quality of*PB Nen Ila 
-perenga -pala -pala the root, high tone maintaining the stop, low tone permitting wea7) a. *-bdd- count -fan -bala 
-piri -pili -Pili kening to a fricative. b. 	 *-bddi two -fande -bili 

This same split appears to have occurred in Ila as well. Although c. -bind- obstruct -finden 
-pim -Pila -pisa in the lists above the reflexes of PB *'0 in Ila are represented as fb},d. *-bid- boil -fen -bila 
-pora -pola Smith (1907) provides an interesting comment about a distinction ine. *-bOd- be rotten -fdn -bola 

pronunciation between the b's in the verbs -bala "count" (7 a) and 
-pa -pa -pa

8) a. *-M- be -M -ba 	 -bona "see" (8d). The bin -bala, according to Smith, "has a slightly 
-penga -pengab. *-Myg- hate -Mny 	 explosive sound", while the b in -bona is "pronounced as b in bone."-pisa

c. *-bfc hide -bit 	 While the descriptions are inconclusive phoentically, it seems quite-pi -Pid. *-bi; bad; -bi 	 plausible that the two sounds are [PI and fb], respectively, where fb]
-pi~a*-biip- be bad -bia -ipa 	 is a lightly imploded or non-explosive stop. If these two examples are
-pibvae. *-bfd-(1I)become -bin -bizwa -ibva 	 representative of the correspondence sets above, then Ila also 

cooked 
14'" 
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appears to have developed a phonemic split on the basis of tonal dis

tinctions. 
The claim for tonal conditioning in Nen is supported by other evid

ence. Van Leynseele and Stewart (1980) mention the case of appar
ent doublets of certain stems, one appearing with their fortis reflex, 
the other with lenis, as in (11). A similar case is illustrated in (12): 
the meaning and reflexes suggest *- 'bac-, perhaps related to 
Guthrie's *-pac- "separate". 

(- 'bac- separate(m11) *-'bid- boil up 	 12) 
push to one side a. 	 -bin boil (solids) a. -bas 
push away,b. 	 -fin boil (liquids) b. -fiuJ 
to one side. 

The examples in (11) may not, in fact, represent lexical doublets as 
van Leynseele and Stewart suggest. Most likely -bin is a reflex ofPB 
*-bid- "become cooked (i. e., boiled)". This would appear to be cog
nate with Cama 'be and Akan bj,?J "be cooked", Volta~Comoe lan
guages considered genetic sisters to Bantu (Stewart 1973) in which 
the initial bilabial evolved from a lenis *'b. Whether doublets or not 
in Nell, the fact remains that high tone accompanies fb}, low-tone [f]' 
The same can be said of the apparent doublets in (12). 

Reflexes of Proto-Bantu *d's and 	*g's 

Evidence of tonal conditioning can also be found in reflexes of PB 
*d's. Although the data are not as extensive as for the voiced bila
bials, they do, nevertheless, suggest that high tone was a crucial fac
tor. Consider the data in (13)-(15). 

Nen Duala EwondoPB 
-di-ne -da13) a. *-di- eat 

b. 	 *-d6b- fish w / a hook -mif -abo -15p 
-nOm -lOpc. *-dum bite 

-eyw -letd. (-det-) be hard 	 -nat 

be 	 -Ii -e -nd:14) a. *-di
-ea -yib. *-did- cry 	 -rel 

c. *-dem- be heavy 	 -rem -amba 
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15) a. *-d6k- ram -na 	 -no?J 
b. *-duan- fight 	 -nil;)ni -ana) 
c. *-d1)mb- smell 	 -numb -nutrtba -nyum. 

Nen reflexes in (13) and (14) are in complementary distribution with 
respect to their reconstructed tones; original high tone associated 
with [n}, low tone with [l]. Assuming these to be reflexes ofa lenis *'d, 
then we fmd that low tone permitted weakening to the liquid [l], 
while high tone precluded such weakening. Subsequently voiced 
alveolars weakened to [nj. This analysis runs counter to that ofvan 
Leynseele and Stewart, who propose that [n] is the lenis reflex, 
the fortis. This is, in fact, what one finds in Ewondo, where lenis *'d 
either deleted or became [nJ preceding a low tone, but became [l] 
preceding a high tone. But note that in Ewondo fortis *d weakend to 
[n}, as in Nen, suggesting that the weakening of this segment was 
independent ofthat for the lenis stop. If that were the case, then it is 
most plausible that weakening of the lenis stop in Nen did not affect 
segments before a high tone. Subsequent weakening of alveolars 
then affected both voiced alveolars, [d] and ['dj. 

Reflexes of *g are difficult to interpret. Only six verbs could be dis
covered, four ofwhich have [k] as a reflex (16), the other two [01 (17). 
Moreover, each was reconstructed with a low tone. 

PB Nen Duala Ewondo 
16) a. *-gind- go -kind -ki 

b. *-go- fall 	 -k6) c. *-gon-' snore 	 -k3ny -kiYgo 
d. *-gitd- buy -kol 	 -kits 

17) a. *-gOO- divide -af -00'a -kap 
b. *-gddud- come back 	 -unbn. 

Whether these constitute reflexes of lenis and fortis g's or condi
tioned reflexes ofone original g is not possible to ascertain on a prin
cipled basis. For that reason we will not consider them further in this 
paper. 

Although tone appears to have been the relevant conditioning fac
tor in whether or not voiced stops other than g weakened in Nen, I 
am unaware of any other language in which tone has affected conso
nantal behavior. There are southern Bantu languages, such as Zulu, 
in which voiced consonants affect the behavior of tone, but none in 
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which the reverse situation occurs. Before considering why and how *PB Nen Punu IIa Karan- Masaba 
tone interacts with these consonants in Nen, we will first consider ) 20) a. "'-pdk- rub -fakal -piki'Ja -akha
the behavior of voiceless bilabials. b. 	 "'-pakik- hang up -faye -pangika -ani

khila 
c. "'-pep- winnow -pepa -pepeta 

Reflexes of Proto-Bantu *p d. "'-peep- blow -fif -pe:p'J -pepuluka -pepe- -hula 
reka 


A comparison of reflexes of Guthrie's *p across several languages, e. *-pfagid- sweep -fat (?) -pela 
 -eva 
as in the case with *b, supports the view that there were more than f. "'-pind- plait -find 
one PB voiceless bilabial stop. The data in (18)-(21) illustrate differ g. "'-pUk- shake -fUk; 
ent correspondendes among the languages. -hUk 

h. 	 "'-pot- twist -f;it -pota -potana -poshon- -florola 
ga*PB Nen Punu IIa 	 Karan- Masaba 

ga 21) a. "'-pac-ud- separate -bdsOn-pa.·sJ -pasula -banzu

18) a. "'-pa(-an)- give -han -fJe:y(} -pa -pa -ha 	 ra/ 
b. *-pad- scrape -fJ6l;; -pala -parira 	 -hala -fJazura 
c. 	 *-peem-," breathe -hem -fJu:- -foma -fema b. (-panj-) be dry, -Mny -paya -bandira 

, , cracked-puum-	 m;:j 

c. (-papad-) thunder -Mmen 	 -papad. *pindud- stir up -hil [-ipinda] 	 -pindura 
e. "'-pod- cool down -fJofa -pora 	 -hosa nukha 

d. *-pUm-; 	 hit and -bUm -umaf. "'-pOp 	 speak -M -fJOS(} -bamura 
-pam- killg. 	 (-pot-) rest, -hat -hola 

breathe e. "'-pUp-; flap -bwim;-pup'J -papala -baba
-pdp- wings -fafat 	 mira.h. 	 "'-pUd- strip -hul -pulula -hulula 

leaves From these data emerge four sets of correspondences, all osten) 
 sibly derived from Guthrie's reconstructed *p: 

i) h-fJ-p-p-h [data in 18]; 
19) a. "'-pat- hold -hiJ1en -pa-bata h-p-fJ-b-fJ [data in 19]; 

tufa iii) f-p-p-p-fJ [data in 20]; 
b. "'-papat- grope -ampasha -bama-	 -afJaaf3a iv) b-p-fJ-p-b [data in 21]. 

dzira 
c. 	 (-pek-) be beauti- -hek -ebeka -anI will argue that set (i) represents reflexes of van Leynseele and 

ful khisa Stewart's lenis voiceless stop, sets (ii)-(iv) reflexes oftheir fortis voi
d. (-piad) go back -Man -biirira 	 -ilayo celess stop. Note first that Cama (mentioned previously) has the 
e. 	 "'-pUyg- blow -hUk mu- -unga apparent cognate from pu "blow" (compare 17e) with a fortis [pi 

pW!Jg<J rather than a lenis ['pi (Stewart 1973), lending support to the claim 
wind for set (ii) as representing a fortis reflex. Stewart (1973: 31) also 

f. 	 "'(yiJpud- take off -hUli -yuta -bura reconstructs "''p( "burn", whose reflexes (-; -fJi; -pia; -pi-sa; sya « 
the fire "'-'pia in Masaba)) in the Bantu languages fall into the lenis pattern 
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in (i). A second difference between the data in (18) and (19) (reflexes 
in sets (i) and (ii), respectively) is apparent in the tonal reflexes in 
Nen. For the data in (18), whose initial consonants derive from a 
lenis *p, the tones match exactly those reconstructed by Guthrie 
(1967-71) for Proto-Bantu. For (19), whose data.reflect a fortis *p, 
the tones are generally reversed from the reconstructed tones. 

The tonal factor can also be observed in the data in (20) and (21). 
In the Nen examples in (21) high tone appears in all but one 
example, regardless of reconstructed tone. In (21) there is the high 
tone, but also invariably a low andlor back vowel. There are also two 
instances of a low vowel in (20), which destroy the complementary 
distribution of the low back vowels. However, the data are taken to 
be suggestive of the conditioning environments, not necessarily 
exact. If the data in (19), (20) and (21) all illustrate reflexes ofan ear
lier fortis *p, then what has occurred is a split that differentiated re
flexes according to the intensity of the pitch and (apparently) the 
nature of the vowel. 

Further support can be garnered from an apparent case ofetymo
logical doublets, given in (22). 
22) a. -hal pull off leaves from a branch; pull out a splinter 

-fal remove leaves from a branch with a machete; remove 
spines from a palm branch. 

Again the stronger reflex ff] is associated with the high tone, the 
weaker reflex [hi with low tone. Note that the alternation in (21 e) 
reflects conditioning environments for {'b}, not (pi, suggesting that 
lenition of fortis *p preceded lenition of lenis *b. Thus, the following 
progression, illustrated with the root *-pap-, must approximate the 
changes in Nen. 

23) *-papreconstructed Proto-Bantu root 
- 'ba'b*p > 'b, with concomitant shift of 

LtoH 
-bWa'b - 'ba 'bal 'b > bW preceding 'b in same syllable; 

[addition of sufIix -al reverses root 
tone and creates disyllabic form wI 
'b's in separate syllables] 

-bWim -fafal 'b > fI,p._ il, > ml_,p. 

Fortis *p, then, appears to have split in Nen into [hi, (ff, and fbi, 
with high tone and vowel quality as the conditioning factors; lenis *p 
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simply weakened to [h). This lenition process seems to have affected 
the voiceless stops together, having differential effects in the fortis

) 
data. Specifically, fortis *p weakened proportionally with respect to 
the backness of the following vowel and the intensity of the pitch. 
That is, weakening was not as extensive if the environment included 
a back vowel andlor a high tone. This difference is summarized in 
the figure below, listing reflexes and environments from the stron
gest to the weakest. 

*p (fortis) 	 > bl_a 

> fI_v 

> hl.v 


*p (lenis) 	 > h 

Consider now the reflexes of lenis *p and fortis *p in the other lan
guages examined. These are summarized in (24). 

24) 	 Reflexes of Ienis *p and fortis *p in 6 Bantu languages 
PB *p *p

I /1\
Nell h h f b 

Ila- p IJ p IJ 
Karanga p b p b 

Venda ~ p 
Punu fJ p 

Masaba h IJ p 

) Ila and Karanga, like Nen, have undergone a split of fortis *po 
However, in these languages there is only a two-way split. This 
result can be readily accounted for through tonal changes that 
occurred in Nen, but not in Ila or Karanga. Re-examination of the 
relevant data (21) shows that Nen changed PB low tones to high 
tones. If these roots remained (or became) low-toned in Ila and 
Karanga, we would expect fortis *p to have undergone the normal 
weakening process for the low-toned environment, i. e., to have wea
kened to {IJ} and fb}, respectively, which is what we observe. Hence, 
we can conclude that these roots behaved as did other low-toned 
roots in these two languages having an initial fortis *po 

Masaba is the only other language that developed a split. In this 
case fortis *p remained a stop only in the special environment oflow 
back vowel and (presumably) high tone. Otherwise, it became delet
ed. 
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Reflexes of t's and k's in Nen 

Analysis of voiceless bilabials in Nen has suggested that they, like 
their voiced counterparts, were influenced by tone during weaken
ing. What o( voiceless t's and d's1 Unfortunately, examples are few 
in Nen, and even more difficult to fmd across several languages. 
Nevertheless, there are some suggestive hints. Consider data for re
flexes of kin Nen (25), and comparatively with several examples 
from Punu (26)-(28). 

25) Reflexes of Proto-Bantu *k in Nen 
P-B Nen P-B Nen 

*-kamt cut -kand *-kdng roast -aUg 

*kodum
*-kud

growl 
scrape 

-kJlOl 
-kal 

*-kob
*-kOcud

close w /hook 
cough 

-3f 
-oson 

26) 
P-B 
*-kOcud cough 

Nen 
-6son 

Duala 
-;)sea 

Ewondo 
-k:fe 

Punu 
-k6tsuw 

27) *-kdng
*-kob

roast 
close w /hook 

-a?Jg 
-3f 

-anga -yay 
-w:5man 

"'{a?J(p 

28) *-kUd scrape -kol -w5?J ",{'Ill;). 

Given the patterns observed for reflexes of p's, these few data sug
gest that lenis *'k was deleted in Nen and Duala (26), but became [kj 
in Ewondo and Punu. Fortis *k was realized as [yj in Punu, (OJ in 
Ewondo, but split in Nen (27-28). The puzzling aspect of this is that 
the tones are the reverse of what one would expect in Nen. 

The situation with t's in Nen is even less clear. As the data indic
ate, all the forms collected are reconstructed with a high tone. In sev
eral instances these are realized as low in Nen, but there is no consis
tent pattern. 

Nen Duala EwondoPB 
set a trap -tamb -tamba -lam29) a. *-tamb

-talo -lab. *-tatu three 	 -Zal 
c. 	 *-teng- be leaning -li?Je -iyge 

-16m -16ma -lOmd. *-tum- send 

30) a. *-tamb- call -lamb -ambata 
b. *-t6b- pierce 	 -t.1b -tuba -tup 

und tlberaee, Band 75, 1992 

c. *-t7j- spit 	 -tu -t;; -tui 
d. *-t1j1jn- become blunt 	 -tul -tuna -tUi) 

31)a. *-teek- put down -tik -ti -Ii 
b. *-t1iug- draw water 	 -t6k -toa -to 

32) a. *-UUinO five -tan -tanu -tan 
b. *-t66d- take 	 -l:fn -t:3e. 

The data suggest that lenis *'t became [lj in all three languages (29), 
fortis *t, (tj (30). But what of the data in (31) and (32) in which Nen 
and Ewondo have reverse reflexes1 I have found no principled basis 
for a decision here. However, noting that Nen only seems to realize 
splits in fortis voiceless consonants, one might surmise that both are 
reflexes of fortis *t. A more satisfactory answer must await further 
investigation. 

From the observations and discussion of stops in Nen, it appears 
that the predominant factor in the evolution of lenis voiced stops 
and fortis voiceless stops was the presence of high tone. However, 
one does not expect tone to influence segmental weakening. Let us 
tum now to a consideration ofhow and why tone could be a relevant 
factor in the changes observed in Nen. 

Tone as a conditioning factor 

In both voiced and voiceless stops in Nen (though more evident in) the voiced), high tone appears to have been the crucial conditioning 
factor. However, such a conditioning factor appears odd because 
there is no obvious reason why high tone should affect lenis/fortis 
consonants differentially. Furthermore, we have seen that phonemic 
splits occurred with lenis b, but fortis p. One would have expected 
both lenis series to have been affected, or both fortis, but not one of 
each. What is lacking here is phonological motivation for differential 
weakening. Motivation for such differential weakening can be found 
by reconsidering the relevant features of the Proto-Bantu stops. 
Lenis and fortis, rather than being treated as primary features of the 
stops, should be treated as secondary, relative characteristics. The 
primary feature distinguishing the stop series should be glottalic 
phonation. That is, Proto-Bantu would have had a glottalic series of 
stops paired with a non-glottalic series, as in (33). 
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33) Proto-Bantu bilabial stops glottalic [t1 and [k] As noted in the flI'st section of this paper, van 

-vox + vox 

-glot b
P 
+glot 1/ o 

Reconstruction of a glottalic series provides phonological motiva
tion for both ofthe seeming incongruities noted above. First, it moti
vates the differential effect on fortis *p but lems *'11. In this alterna
tive reconstruction to the van Leynseele and Stewart proposal, glot
talic (or ejective) *I>'is equivalent to their fortis *p, and glottalic (or 
implosive) *0 to their lenis *'11. Their notion of a fortis/lenis contrast 
is a secondary characteristic inherent to a glottalic/non-glottalic 
contrast: voiceless ejectives are "fortis" in comparison to a voiceless 
oral counterpart, whereas voiced implosives are "lenis" in compari
son with their oral counterparts. The set of bilabial stops in Proto
Bantu, then, might be more insightfully represented in an asymme
trical arrangement, as in (34), in which glottalic sounds are central, 
and the fortis partner of the voiced or voiceless pair is uppermost. 

34) Proto-Bantu bilabial stops as relatively fortis/lenis 
-vox + vox 

b 
+glot J/ o 

P 

) 	 Leynseele and Stewart have shown that Nen has double reflexes for 
p, t, and k, i. e., both a glottalic and non-glottalic series within the 
proposed analysis. In the voiced series ofglottalic stops, the implica
tional hierarchy is the opposite ofthat for the voiceless; itis the pres
ence of [vj that implies raj, and raj implies [oj. In Nen double re
flexes of d and b occur, but not of g. 

Additional evidence offering support for a glottalic series in Proto
Bantu can be adduced from close examination of several ofGuthrie's 
common Bantu reconstructions. Consider flI'st the two roots *-kuat-, 
*-pf,at- "seize" and *-pat- "hold", Guthrie indicates a distribution of 
reflexes that is neatly complementary, generally western with some 
northeast and southeast occurrence for *-kudt-, generally eastern 
with some northwest and southwest occurrence for *-pat-. Could 
these roots be derived from one etymon? While semantically close, 
the [leuj versus [pj difference nevertheless poses a problem. How
ever, in Ewondo we find as a reflex of *-papat- "grope" the form -kpat 
"touch", Another example is -kpmlce "scorn", which in Nen is -y;ilxJl 
"jeer, scoff at". If we assume an original gottalic *p' as the source of 
the labial-velar {/cpj, it is only a small change to (kwj when weakening 
occurs. Thus, a sound change such as that indicated in (35) for glot
talic *p' could both account for the differences in form and provide 
motivation for the complementary distribution of the word. 

Thus, what is odd and seemingly unexplained in the van Leynseele 
and Stewart analysis becomes straightforward in this one - only 
glottalic consonants were affected by the tonal conditioning enviro
ment. 

With respect to the second seeming incongruity - that of high 
tone as a conditioning factor - a glottalic series provides a phonolo
gical basis for its use. Both tone and glottalic phonation are deter
mined by the state of the glottis. High tone, which is associated with 
greater tension in the vocal cords, was found to inhibit weakening of 
the glottalic consonants, which require initially closed vocal cords. 
Low tone, on the other hand, which is associated with more relaxed 
vocal cords, permitted glottalic consonants to weaken or, in some in
stances, simply to lose their glottalic gesture. 

This proposed reconstruction ofglottalic series in Proto-Bantu fits 
neatly with typological observations on occurrence ofglottalic stops. 
In the voiceless series, presence of glottalic [p1 implies presence of 

35) *-p'at
) / "'

-kpat- -pal-
I 

-kwal-

A similar case can be made with respect to glottalic *0, Consider 
the situation with Guthrie's common Bantu reconstructions for 
"see": *-b6n-, -m6n-, -yen-. Again there is a semblance of comple
mentary distribution among these forms *-b6n- throughout the 
east and in some northwest languages; *-m6n- throughout the west 
and in some northeast and central eastern languages; *-yen- in some 
northwestern and central western languages. Stewart (1973) indi
cates that lenis '11 (lightly imploded) in Cama is perceptually between 
[bj and [mJ.1f we assume a glottalic *0 in Proto-Bantu, and a pattern 
of sound change similar to that for *p', then we can account for each 
of the different forms of "see". 
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36) *-0on
, / \,

-0ern- -mon
/ \,

(-gbOn-) -bern
, /1 ,-yen -ene 

A shift from [oJ to a labial-velar [gbJ, though parallel to that noted for 
*P', is not directly attested. However, in Ewondo and Duala we find 
-yen and -ene, respectively, and in both languages [gJ was deleted. 
We have seen that some *0 's in Ewondo became [b] (see examples in 
4-5), but there may have been a split in which some became [gbJ, 
which was subsequently deleted as for "see". I have not been able to 
discover other evidence for this at this time. 

Evolution of the bilabial sounds 

The analysis proposed here has argued that Nen [hJ, UJ and fbJ 
evolved from glottalic and non-glottalic bilabial stops in Proto-Bantu 
through general processes of weakening. While it is not possible at 
this time to state explicitly how the changes progressed in the lan
guage, a plausible and likely scenario would have the glottalic stops 
undergoing weakening and a split, followed by weakening of the 
non-glottalic *po This sequence is outlined in (37). 

a7) Proto-Bantu Nen 
-vox +vox 

b 

+glot 0 > 

b 

h-j- b j- b 

h 

> IhT}]1/ 
p 

The effect of the sound shifts was to reduce four consonants to three, 
with each new sound a merger of reflexes of two or more Proto
sounds. Important to these shifts was the tonal quality of the root, 
with high tone affecting the nature of weakening in the glottalic 
series. However, while of obvious importance, it has not been pos
sible to investigate the shifts in tone themselves. 

Nen was not the only language to have experienced the phonemic 
splits in the glottalic consonants. The table in (38) lists the bilabial 
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reflexes for all the languages discussed previously, illustrating the 
) complexity of some of the changes. 

38) Reflexes of bilabial stops with respect to cognates in Nen 
PB *p *P' *0 *b 
Nen h h j b j b b 
Ewondo j blk:p blj blj (> fI_VNC) 
Duala p (} b b b 
Masaba h (} p fJ (} 
lla p (} p fJ b (} 
Karanga p b p fJ b 
Venda cP p fJ b 
Punu fJ p b fJ 

Though all the languages have lost the glottalic gesture, all but 
two retain traces of the existence of both the voiced and voiceless 
glottalic/non-glottalic distinction. Five languages experienced pho
nemic splits, primarily in the voiceless glottalic *p'. Nen and Ila exhi
bit the same split in the voiced implosive *0; Ewondo also exhibits a 
split of *0, but it is the result ofa different conditioning environment, 
-VNC- rather than high tone. 

In sum, the languages investigated here indicate that bilabial 
stops in Bantu were of two kinds, glottalic andnon-glottalic. Glottal
ic stops lost their glottalic gesture, and in many cases weakened sig
nificantly. In some languages they split. Non-glottalic stops also 
underwent weakening, though the data suggest that this process 

) was independent of the glottalic weakening. 

Conclusion 

Comparative analysis of data from Nen and other Bantu lan
guages from the northwest, the northeast and the south supports the 
conclusion reached by van Leynseele and Stewart (1980) and others 
that Proto-Bantu had double series ofvoiced and voiceless stop con
sonants. However, the analysis does not support a reeonstructed 
system in which lenis and fortis constitute relevant phonological fea
tures. Rather, the crucial feature appears to have been glottalic pho
nation. Ifcorrect, then Proto-Bantu must be reconstructed with glot
talic and non-glottalic stops. 

Secondly, the analysis demonstrates that modern "lenis and fortis 
reflexes" in Nen do not descend directly from single ancestors in Pro
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to-Bantu, but rather are the result ofphonemic splits and subsequent 
mergers. Of particular significance with respect to these phonemic 
splits in Nen is that they appear to have occurred only in originally 
glottalic segments, with tonal quality ofthe syllable as the significant 
conditioning factor. 

The verb roots examined here provide no support for Bachmann's 
fortis-inducing environment analysis. Nevertheless, the hypothe
sized environments do appear to have played a role in determining 
the nature of sound shifts in some languages, though not in Nen. 

Notes 

* I would like to thank Stuart Davis and Jonni Kanerva for dis
cussion and comments on several of the issues raised here. 

Reflexes with [BJ are from Guthrie (1971). Other sources do not 
indicate an implosive stop. 
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